Effect of kwashiorkor on the cardiovascular system
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SUMMARY In kwashiorkor the heart is clinically and radiologically small. This study utilises echocardiography, a tool not previously used in this disease, to show that this is due to decreased muscle mass.

Malnutrition stunts growth and produces generalised tissue wasting, particularly a severe loss of muscle tissue and protein, which almost certainly includes the heart muscle. The syndrome of kwashiorkor (protein energy malnutrition) is characterised by oedema, as well as tissue loss, skin, hair, and mood abnormalities. Various cardiovascular abnormalities have also been documented, including low cardiac output, cardiac failure (reduced cardiac size), and sudden unexpected death.

This study was undertaken to assess both wall and chamber size as well as function of the left ventricle in children with kwashiorkor, utilising echocardiography as an entirely non-invasive and accurate tool not available to the earlier investigators cited above.

Patients and methods

All patients with the clinical features of kwashiorkor admitted to the Red Cross War Memorial Children’s Hospital were screened and in the absence of severe, dehydrating diarrhoeal disease, sepsicaemia, or pre-existing cardiac disease were considered for the study.

Initial investigations included measuring plasma proteins and haemoglobin concentrations. Patients were only included in the study if serum albumin concentration was less than 25 g/l, confirming severe protein lack, and the haemoglobin concentration more than 70 g/l, thus excluding the cardiovascular effects of severe anaemia. Over a six month period, 21 patients aged 12 to 30 months underwent chest radiotherapy, electrocardiography, and echocardiography within 48 hours of admission.

The cardiothoracic ratio was determined from the chest radiograph (broadest diameter of the heart internal diameter of the chest). From standard 12 lead electrocardiograms the R wave amplitude in lead V6 was measured and compared with percentile charts. The QT interval was also measured and corrected for rate by applying Bazett’s formula (QT interval / RR interval).

Cross sectional and M mode echocardiography was performed on an Advanced Technology Laboratories Mark 300C machine. The M mode recordings were checked by two observers, and all measurements were made according to the American Society of Echocardiography standards. Direct measurement was made of the left ventricular dimension at end systole (LVES) and end diastole (LVED), and left ventricular wall thickness from the widths of the interventricular septum and the posterior left ventricular wall. These values were compared with percentile charts, and derived values for left ventricular function were obtained from the formula: shortening fraction = (LVED – LVES) / LVED respectively.

Results

All 21 patients had chest radiography. The cardiothoracic ratio was below 60% in all. Twenty out of 21 (95%) had ratios less than 55%; 14 of the 21 had values less than 49%. Nineteen patients had electrocardiography; the QTC was normal in all. The amplitude of the R wave in V6 was less than the 25th centile (as compared with age related centiles) in 18 (95%) of patients, and less than the 5th centile in seven (37%). Twenty of the 21 patients had values within the 95% predictive values for the left ventricular end diastolic dimension for body surface area (fig 1). Eighteen of the 21 patients were within the predictive values for the end systolic dimension (fig 2). Overall 19 (90%) had values above the 5th centile for body surface area.

As regards the ventricular wall measurements 17 (81%) patients had values below the 5th centile for
74% of patients, whereas the left ventricular chamber dimensions were above the 5th centile lines in 90%. This is in accord with postmortem studies showing very low cardiac mass. Left ventricular function is initially well preserved despite the loss of myocardial tissue, and the shortening fraction was above 0.30 in all but one patient. At presentation, impaired contractility is thus not a cause of low cardiac output, and the results obtained from dye dilution studies may have been confounded by other variables—for example, leakage of dye out of the intravascular compartment and excessive dilution of dye due to anaemia in the early stages.

Decreased muscle mass at initial presentation may be the cause of later cardiomegaly and cardiac

Discussion

This study has shed new light on some unanswered questions on the cardiovascular consequences of kwashiorkor. The presence of a small heart, in the early stages of the illness, has been confirmed, and the cause of this lies in decreased myocardial tissue. The septal thickness or left ventricular posterior wall thickness, or both were below 5th centile lines in

Fig 1 Left ventricular diastolic dimension according to body surface area with the 95% prediction intervals drawn for assessment.

Fig 2 Left ventricular systolic dimension according to body surface area with the 95% prediction intervals drawn for assessment.
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Failure in the refeeding stage, as the left ventricle may not be able to respond to increases in left ventricular preload, especially with inappropriate salt loading.

Sudden cardiac death also occurs during refeeding and some histological studies have shown structural breakdown of myocardial elements during starvation. Arrhythmias have been implicated as a cause for sudden death during refeeding. Prolongation of the QT interval was well documented by Smythe et al., but they could not show this consistently in their patients who subsequently died. More recent studies in fasting adults have confirmed this observation, and further implicated QT prolongation as a factor in sudden death. No abnormal QT intervals were recorded in this study, but all electrocardiograms were obtained on admission and not during the refeeding stage.

A recent study that compared subjects with kwashiorkor with age matched controls confirms our findings of reduced myocardial mass with preserved left ventricular function. We have used standard centile curves, and although there may be racial differences in cardiac dimension (all our patients were black) these are very small in the age range 12 to 30 months.

The treatment of kwashiorkor should therefore be directed at gradual correction of fluid, electrolyte, and nutritional disturbance, and early treatment of secondary infections as it appears that although primary myocardial dysfunction is not present, there is a decreased myocardial mass, which may lead to
an inability of the ventricles to respond to increases in ventricular preload.

Further echocardiographic studies during re-feeding are required to show the left ventricular response to an increased preload in children with kwashiorkor.
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